MIXED FLOW FANS

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR
Military/Aerospace Applications

Mixed Flow Fans
Mixed flow fans occupy a position part way between
axial and centrifugal designs. The pressure/volume
characteristic is very stable and particularly suited to
systems of variable resistance, such as those containing
filters or adjustable outlets. The aerodynamic geometry
also produces a low and broad based noise signature
without the need for additional attenuation.
They are much less sensitive to impeller/casing
clearance and blade wear than other types and are
widely used for filter scavenge applications; service life
can be further improved with stainless steel impellers and
casings.
Both AC (200V, 400 Hz) and 28V DC versions are available
with options including:
  Twin speed motors
  Speed sensors (underspeed warning)
  Thermal trips (both direct and indirect)
  Non-Return Valve on exhaust
A selection of unit types are listed on in this brochure,
though many mechanical variants of each exist; it is also
possible to create versions with customised mechanical
and electrical interfaces.

Capabilities
  High Flow / High Pressure applications
  Negligible Stall characteristic at high pressures

In addition to the electrically driven machines in this
datasheet, larger mechanically driven mixed flow fans are
available for gearbox and engine cooling applications.

FAN SIZE
(NOMINAL)

65mm

75mm

95mm

105mm +

SPEED
(NOM. RPM)

  Low noise in comparison to other fan types
  Qualified on many military and civil platforms

PART
NUMBER

POWER SUPPLY

INPUT
(WATTS)

WEIGHT
(KG)

8060-1

200V/3ph/400Hz

11500

59

0.9

10720

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

303

1.0

11304

28 V DC

17000

FEATURES

Speed sensor

1.3

7301

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

380

1.7

75 MA2 111

28 V DC

17000

230

1.6

Speed sensor

75 MA1 112

28 V DC

17000

252

2.5

Stainless steel impeller/inlet

75 MA1 113

28 V DC

18000

280

1.7

Speed sensor

75 MA1 542

200V/3ph/400Hz

11500

70

1.4

75 MA1 576

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

450

1.6

Speed sensor

75 MA1 592

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

560

2.2

Thermal trips, Non Return Valve

95 MA1 111

28 V DC

12000

250

2.6

Non Return Valve available

95 MA2 511

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

1365

2.8

Speed sensor

95 MA2 521

200V/3ph/400Hz

11500/23000

300/1400

2.9

Twin speed , speed sensor

95 MA1 555

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

1330

3.0

Thermal trips

95 MA1 556

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

1330

3.0

Thermal trips, Speed sensor

95 MA1 558

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

840

3.0

105 MA1 515

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

2780

4.4

Speed sensor, NRV available

10427

200V/3ph/400Hz

23000

2500

4.7

Speed sensor

156 MA2 511

200V/3ph/400Hz

11500

6550

7.9

Thermal trips

156 MA1 512

200V/3ph/400Hz

11500

6600

7.9

Thermal trips

Applications
SAND SCAVENGE
  High pressure capability provides good extraction suction
  Components such as the inlet and impeller can be manufactured from
stainless steel to increase durability to particle wear
  Fans can be fitted with a Non-Return Valve to aid in particle expulsion
from the aircraft
ENGINE SCAVENGE
  Lack of stall characteristic means blockages do not completely
prevent the fan from scavenging
  Products are qualified to military standards for environmental
extremes (vibrations, fluids, temperatures etc.)
NOISE REDUCTION
  The increased distance between the impeller and the guidevane cause
the mixed-flow fans to be quieter than equivalent axial products.
  This makes the products particularly suited to cabin environments,
such as fan-heaters, and for small aircraft such as helicopters and
business jets.
AVIONICS COOLING
  The performance characteristics are again perfectly suited to cooling
densely-packed avionics bays and consoles.
  Fans can be used to either blow or suck through the avionics zone
  Our products are regularly qualified to aerospace standards
for EMI/EMC limits.
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Design-To-Manufacture
AMETEK Airtechnology Group specialise in engineering and qualifying bespoke
products that are tailored to our end-user’s needs.
Starting from a foundation of proven designs and technology, we are able to adapt the
products to meet specific performance requirements and interface with the necessary
fixtures and control systems.
We always encourage our customers to involve us in the early stages of their design
and specification development. Our engineering team can then assist in the selection
of the fan’s performance requirements in order to meet the needs of your system.

AMETEK Aerospace & Defense
AMETEK Aerospace & Defense has served the global aerospace industry for more than
half a century. During that time, it has earned a reputation for innovation and reliability.
AMETEK serves all segments of the aerospace industry from commercial jetliners,
business aircraft and helicopters to military aircraft and ground vehicles to spacecraft
and rockets. Its customers include the world’s leading airframe and aircraft engine
manufacturers.

AMETEK Thermal Management Systems
AMETEK Thermal Management Systems is a business unit of AMETEK Aerospace
& Defense. It offers advanced blowers for electronics cooling, motion technology
products, heat exchangers, environmental integrity systems and thermal management
subsystems, including advanced air handling systems used on commercial and military
aircraft, military vehicles and naval vessels. Recognized brands: Rotron, HughesTreitler, Airtechnology Group, FMH Aerospace, Muirhead Aerospace and Traxsys.

AMETEK, Inc.
AMETEK is a global leader in electronic instruments and electromechanical devices
with colleagues at numerous manufacturing, sales and service locations in the United
States and in many other countries around the world.
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